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ROSA 
 
I pollinate flowers with my tongue
Wondering if the fruit will taste 
like words or kisses
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PROGRAMME

 MELANIE BONAJO, Night Soil / Fake Paradise, 2014
Full HD one-channel colour video with sound, 33’,
courtesy the artist & AKINCI

Night Soil / Fake Paradise considers the spiritual, medicinal 
and social dimensions of ayahuasca, an Amazonian brew 
with psychedelic properties. Navigating personal accounts 
of experiences and perspectives induced by ayahuasca, the 
video pays close attention to the female voice, which tended 
to be neglected in psychedelic research and popular culture.

LUCIA PIETROIUSTI and FILIPA RAMOS, Introduction

MARIA DIMITROVA, Introduction to Mal journal issue 3: 
PLANTSEX

CHLOE ARIDJIS, Uprooted
A reading from Mal

DINEO SESHEE BOPAPE, feelin’ cosmic, 2008
SD digital video with sound, 1'34"

feelin’ cosmic is composed of a series of still images, 
acoustically accompanied by Library riffs of the song Three 
Times a Lady (1978) by the Commodores, in which the artist 
appears as an earth Goddess, whose ghostly visage seems to 
exude equal parts magnanimity and wrath.

EMANUELE COCCIA, Sex Through a Third Party: 
Flowers and Pollination 

We are used to thinking of the sexual relationship as a 
private relationship between two individuals of the same 
species. Most plants do it differently. Sex is for flowering 
plants the need to mediate the relationship with the 
individual of the other kind through individuals belonging 
to other realms. It is not a private relationship, it is a cosmic 
conspiracy, an interspecific and inter-kingdoms appointment. 

Friday 12 April
6.30-10.30pm 



JENNA SUTELA, Let's Play: Life, 2015
Audio broadcast, 3’11”, voice by Steven Phillips-Horst

Let's Play: Life is an audio piece based on the “Let’s Play” 
commentary format. It depicts a computer playing through 
the Game of Life, which is a cellular automaton that 
simulates systems in the real world, such as the evolution 
of a plant population. It has been proposed as a model for 
the self-replication of robots.

INTERMISSION

LAURENCE TOTELIN, Orchids and Lettuce: Plants as Sexual Aids 
in Antiquity

In this illustrated talk, Laurence Totelin examines ancient 
Greek and Roman aphrodisiac – and an-aphrodisiac – 
recipes, the vast majority of which included vegetable 
ingredients. Totelin explores how ancient perceptions of a 
plant’s gender impacted on its alleged efficacy as a sexual 
aid or as a means to extinguish sexual desire and argues that 
vegetable ingredients, combined with animal ones, reignited 
or quenched the ‘wilderness’ in ‘civilised’ humans, who 
could temporarily turn into animals under the spell 
of desire. 

ALEX CECCHETTI, Belladonna, 2016
Video and live performance, with Rebecca Glover, 
Matt Harding, Cathy Heller Jones and Ivo Krankowski 

Belladonna is a film-based performance with singers, foley 
artists and narration. It originates in Alex Cecchetti's site-
specific performance, Walking Backwards, presented at the 
Jardin des Plantes, Paris, in 2013, in which the artist led the 
audience along a walk through a garden, narrating stories 
and poems. Walking backwards, plants and flowers appear 
into one's field of vision unexpectedly, almost as though 
they grew out of the body that beholds them, or the voice 
that evokes them. While Walking Backwards is intended as a 
solitary experience - in the intimate exchange between a 
guide and their listener, Belladonna re-conceives the piece as a 
collective visionary journey.



VICTORIA SIN, If I had the words to tell you we wouldn't be 
here now, 2019
Video, 22’

If I had the words to tell you we wouldn't be here now uses 
storytelling, drag and the theatrics of Taiwanese and Chinese 
Opera to propose that language not only gives shape to 
thought, but actually shapes thought. Set in Chi-Wen 
Gallery's own water garden in Taipei, the performance stages 
a dialogue with a desiring queer body and a Pipa (Chinese 
lute) in order to illuminate how identity and experience are 
not only represented but also created and reinforced through 
language and naming.

JENNA SUTELA, Oceanic Feeling
Live reading with video by Liquid Light Lab

The reading presents an adaptation of Jenna Sutela's audio 
play New Degrees of Freedom, Act 3: Water (2014). Exploring 
body and earth fluids, the story considers the human 
organism as interpenetrated by her environment and other 
organisms in it, namely water. An oceanic feeling is a 
meditative or psychedelic experience unsettling subjectivity 
and bringing forth a sense of oneness with the world, or a 
limitlessness. It can be felt during an orgasm or childbirth.
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Reading

In Stephen Buhner’s book, Sacred and Herbal Healing Beers, he describes a 
recipe for liquorice ale, in combination with hops and black cohosh, 
warning that because of the three plants’ high phytoestrogen content 
‘overuse in men… can stimulate breast growth—a somewhat painful 
experience. The breasts do not grow much, just enough to cause pain, 
nipple sensitivity, and attendant nervous fright from these conditions’. 
He notes that reducing your intake will halt these symptoms. P. 
lightly circles the word ‘sensitivity’ in pencil, marking the page with 
a cat-shaped post-it note. These are the plant brethren of ‘longtime 
companion’, ‘spinster’, ‘lone aunt’.

P. shares Paul Grant and Shamin Ramasamy’s 2012 research paper, 
An Update on Plant Derived Anti-Androgens with a friend, a doctor. She 
remarks she was surprised to learn there were so many ‘natural’ 
compounds out there that affect our hormones. ILY. and P. speak 
about reading counter narratives as queer practice, reading botanical 
texts queerly. What is ancient about herbalism and what is modern 
about gender transition? What is modern about herbalism and what is 
ancient about transitioning?

Hormones change the soft tissues in the body. Chinese Peony 
(Paeonia lactiflora) is native to central and eastern Asia and can cause 
aromatisation when synthesised in the body. Aromatisation is when 
the chemical composition of a molecular structure is altered by adding 
something called an aromatic ring, a ring of 6 carbon atoms with a 
hydrogen atom attached to each carbon (also called a benzene ring). 
So, in this case, the testo in your body becomes more like the shape 
of estro when you add the ring, and so it does estro things instead 
of testo things. The shape of a molecule determines its function. A 
bit like a lock and key, the right molecular key has to fit into the 
corresponding receptor lock on the surface of a cell in order to instruct 
that cell to do the thing the key molecule wants it to do. 

C. reads about how the shape of the benzene molecule came to 
the scientist August Kekulé through a trance vision he had of the 
ouroboros, a snake eating its tail. The mystical nature of science. 

READING AND SMOKING
Candice Lin and Patrick Staff



Fissures in rationalism and its authority. Nature is full of prescient 
hallucinations: the female penis of the Brazilian cave insect Neotrogla, 
the misandrist bacteria Wolbachia, inanimate matter springing forth 
with vulnerable forms of hairless baby mice.

One could say, ‘it was a hairy situation’ as in difficult, sticky, 
entangled. Most bearded female saints grew facial hair as divinely 
inspired anti-marriage acts. But about half of women with hirsutism 
may have high levels of male sex hormones called androgens. Saw 
palmetto (Serenoa repens) has anti-androgenic effects, meaning it lowers 
levels of male hormones in the body. A preliminary study found 
that women with hirsutism who drank spearmint tea had less free 
testosterone in their blood. While pine pollen, taken regularly in 
concentrated tincture form, can increase energy levels and 
encourage hirsutism.

On rewriting bodies of flesh and bodies of text, it’s interesting to 
note that an earlier edition of Rina Nissim’s Natural Healing in Gynaecology 
replaced the wording for a more explicitly stated abortion recipe to 
‘emmenagogues’, echoing an earlier obfuscation of knowledge around 
contraceptive and abortifacient plants. A 1705 edition of botanical 
illustrator Maria Sibylla Merian’s book on caterpillars and related plants 
in Dutch Suriname (collected for the colonial purposes of finding an 
alternative to the lucrative Chinese silkworm) included a notation 
under the Peacock Flower (Caesalpinia pulcherrima) that it was used by 
‘the Indians, who are not treated well by their Dutch masters… to 
abort children, so that their children will not become slaves like they 
are. The black slaves from Guinea and Angola have demanded to be 
well treated, threatening to refuse to have children. They told me 
this themselves’. A later edition of Merian’s Metamorphosis of the Insects 
of Suriname edited this out along with other indications of plants that 
could be used as abortifacients.1

In Berlin in the late 1790s, the savin trees (Juniperus sabina) were ripped 
out in Tiergarten because visitors ‘showed too great an interest in 
them’.2 In 1935, as pro-natalist Nazis clamped down on abortion, 
cultivation of the savin tree was again forbidden. The Grimm Brothers’ 
fairy tale The Juniper Tree hints at this repressed knowledge of the tree’s 
contested bio– and necropolitics. In the tale, a mother makes a wish 
under the tree for a child. The child is born and the mother dies and 
is buried under the tree. The male child, the heir to the patriarchal 



lineage, is later killed by the stepmother, but is resurrected in the form 
of a bird and aided in his revenge through the assistance of the juniper 
tree, as if the tree regretted its role in offing the Nation’s future little 
soldiers for the imperial, patriarchal project.

More likely, it is the tree’s indifference that leads us to pluck and 
strip its leaves and bark— pounding, drying, mashing, drinking and 
smoking its parts in an attempt to still the moment where one points 
to the rings in a severed Sequoia’s trunk and says, ‘Here I was born, 
and here I died. It was only a moment for you; you took no notice’.3

Smoking

Inhaling and ingesting clouds. What we exhale is a fraction of carbon 
dioxide but mostly it’s leftover oxygen. The air we breathe contains 
21% oxygen and the rest is nitrogen. When we inhale, we don’t 
use all the air we inhale. There is such a thing called ‘dead space’ 
between our mouth and our lungs—the oxygen hangs around in 
that dead space. Soft tissues. If we picture the human body as an 
apartment building, we would see a semi-abandoned space like 
the (clouded, mist-filled) Bradbury building in Blade Runner. Some 
apartments are occupied and filled with genetically-modified toys, or 
lifetime companions (if you will) to the mad scientist whose job is 
to create replicants of humanity. Some of the building is ‘dead space’. 
10% of the apartments are filled with bacteria, climbing amok within 
the intricate filigree of the Victorian staircase, forging our impulses 
and desires. The scientist Lynn Margulis claimed that perhaps our 
consciousness itself evolved from bacterial movements to simple 
stimuli like warmth, food, and light.4

Smoke is a collection of airborne solid and liquid particulates and 
gases emitted when a material undergoes combustion, mixed with 
the quantity of air that is otherwise in the mass. Smoke is commonly 
thought of as an unwanted by-product of fire: stoves, candles, 
fireplaces, arson, forest fires, burning oil fields. Of cigarette smoke: 
second-hand, stale on your clothes, on your breath, a rasping voice, 
lung cancer. Soot marks from the smoke of a hot burning house fire 
can scorch a V into the walls, P. reads in a New York Times article. 
When an object catches fire, it creates such a pattern, as heat and 
smoke radiate outward; the bottom of the ‘V’ can therefore point 
to where a fire began.



In an interview that P. sent to C., from The Los Angeles Review of Books, 
media theorist John Durham Peters says: ‘the question of what 
clouds mean is a deep one; reading clouds is the paradigm case of 
how to interpret nature and how not to’. Clouds, he says, raise the 
fundamental questions of where significance lies. They are dense yet, 
some say, meaningless. They are packed full of signals: ask a sailor, 
a pilot, a farmer or a fireman what a cloud means.

The engineering view may seek to harness the many emanations of 
smoke for fumigation, communication or cooking; for its offensive 
and defensive capabilities. For flavouring and preserving; for internal 
combustion. Pressure. In these instances it may become a usable 
toxin, a directed load and thrust, or a series of readable signs. In 
these instances, as is common in human engineering, it is mostly 
disembodied from its source and its own ecosystem and significance. 
A smoke screen not just obstructing an image, but thoroughly 
scrambling it.

James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis describe the Gaia hypothesis as a 
view of the Earth as a living organism where the clouds are the Earth’s 
lungs, the rivers and oceans are the blood, the land is the skeletal 
structure and the living organisms are the Earth’s senses.5 Projecting 
an anthropocentric metaphor has its limits and so the kingdom of 
plants is invoked in the example of the California redwood tree 
(Sequoia Gigantea). Thousands of centuries old, redwood trees are mostly 
composed (97%) of tissues we consider dead. Only a small rim of 
cells along the edge of the trunk is living. Similarly, the Earth as Gaia 
has a seemingly small crust of living organisms around a core we call 
‘inanimate’. Viruses too are considered inanimate while bacteria are the 
animate, and in fact, the most prevalent life form on Earth. ‘Bacteria 
initially populated the planet and have never relinquished their hold’.6 
In what ways then are clouds alive?

We could say, the clouds are eating us, even as we ingest their 
amorphous, malleable forms. Partially digested, their bodies hang 
within our ‘dead space’: reorganising, buoying. From within the 
cloud, we recognise our bodies are porous, despite the socio-
scientific project that seeks to lead us to believe that our skins are an 
impermeable layer, a firewall. The earth’s crust, the Sequoia’s rim, 
the soot-marked V. We are, in fact, temporary coagulations of matter.



We want to in-and-ex-hale a fine mist. Feel smoke soak every part and 
become a part of all. Make your eyes water. What is the effect of a 
cloud on the gendered body during ‘an era of extinctions, loss, shock, 
reassessment, and disorientation’?7

What are the usable toxins, the reorganising combustibles, emitted by 
smoking bundles of liquorice root and black cohosh? Or the sweet-
scented mist infused with peony essence? In Lessons from a Starfish, Eva 
Hayward writes critically about theories of trans embodiment that see 
the body as a container that is somehow separate from the self. Like 
smoke, or the river, ‘the body, trans or not, is not a clear, coherent 
and positive integrity. The important distinction is not the hierarchical, 
binary one between wrong body and right body, or between 
fragmentation and wholeness. It is rather a question of discerning 
multiple and continually varying interactions among what can be 
defined indifferently as coherent transformation, decentred certainty, 
or limited possibility’.

1 Londa L. Schiebinger, Plants and Empire, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP),  
 2004, 107–115
2 Ibid., 127
3 Vertigo (dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1958)
4 Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, “Speculation on Speculation”, 
 Slanted Truths (New York: Springer–Verlag), 1997, 113–126
5 Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, “The Atmosphere as Circulatory   
 System of the Biosphere—The Gaia Hypothesis”, Slanted Truths 
 (New York: Springer–Verlag), 1997, 127–158
6 Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, What is Life? (Berkeley: University 
 of California Press, 2000)
7 Cleo Woelfle–Erskine, “Transfiguring the Anthropocene, Stochastic   
 Reimaginings of Human–Beaver Worlds”, Transgender Studies Quarterly,  
 Volume 2, Issue 2 (May 2015)



BIOGRAPHIES

CHLOE ARIDJIS is a Mexican writer based in London. She is the author of three novels, 
Book of Clouds, which won the Prix du Premier Roman Étranger in France, Asunder, set 
in London’s National Gallery, and Sea Monsters, published in February 2019. Chloe 
has written for various art journals and was guest curator of the Leonora Carrington 
exhibition at Tate Liverpool. She was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in 2014 and 
is currently at work on her fourth novel, inspired by moths and magic lanterns.

MELANIE BONAJO was born in Heerlen, the Netherlands in 1978; she lives and works 
in Amsterdam and New York. Her work revolves around the paradox inherent to the 
idea of comfort, placing particular attention on such concepts as community, equality, 
and policies relating to the body. Through her videos, performances and installations, 
her research seeks to investigate the ways in which technological advances lead to 
alienation. The artist examines the changing relationships people have with nature and 
their surrounding environment. Bonajo’s work has been presented in various spaces, 
including the Tate Modern in London, the EYE Film Museum in Amsterdam, the 
Centre for Contemporary Art in Warsaw, the Moscow Biennale and the Fondazione 
Prada in Milan.

ALEX CECCHETTI (1977-2014) was an artist, a poet, a gardener and a choreographer. 
Difficult to classify, his work can be considered as the art of the un-representable: 
tactile and poetic, aesthetic and materialistic, it creates mental and physical 
environments in which the spectators are often part of the work. The artist died for 
the first time in 2014 for unknown reasons, though he keeps producing new works, 
present new performances and publish new poems. Cecchetti has exhibited his work 
broadly and recent solo exhibition include: At the gate of the music palace at Spike Island, 
Bristol, UK and Void, Derry, Ireland (all in 2018). Tamam Shud at La Ferme du Buisson, 
Noisiel, France and Centre For Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, Poland; 
Cetaceans at Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin, Italy (all 2017); The Printing House of Hell at 
Kunstraum, London, UK (215); Comrades of fear and wonder at Contemporary Art Centre 
(CAC), Vilnius, Lithuania (2012). Cecchetti’s performances have been presented 
at venues including Palais de Tokyo, Paris and ThalieLab / Thalie Art Foundation, 
Bruxelles(2017); Parades, Palais De La Découverte, FIAC 2016, Paris and Playground 
Festival, M Leuven & STUK, Leuven, Belgium (2016); Serpentine Galleries, London 
(2015); Serralves Foundation, Porto, (2014); South London Gallery (2013); MAXXI 
museum, Rome (2012). Upcoming performances include Serpentine Galleries, London 
and Castello di Rivoli, Turin (2019).

EMANUELE COCCIA is Associate Professor at the EHESS in Paris. Among his 
publications are The Transitory Museum (Polity Press, 2018) with Donatien Grau, 
Goods: Advertising, Urban Space and the Moral Law of the Image (Fordham University Press, 
2018), The Life of Plants: A Metaphysics of Mixture (Paris 2016), Sensible Life. A Micro-Ontology 
of the Image (Paris 2010, New York 2016), the anthology Angeli. Ebraismo Cristianesimo Islam 
(co-edited with Giorgio Agamben, 2009), and La trasparenza delle immagini. Averroè e 
l’averroismo (2005).



REBECCA GLOVER is a multidisciplinary artist working across sound, foley, sculpture 
and performance. Diving inside different bodies and materials her work seeks out 
alternative perspectives for listening and engaging with the world. Recent exhibitions 
and performances include work shown at, York Art Gallery, with Contrechamps, 
Switzerland; with Kammer Klang and Abstruckt at Cafe OTO; KIOSK and De Bijloke 
Muziekcentruum, Belgium; Yorkshire Silent Film Festival; Pump House Gallery; 
Overtoon and Gouvernement, Belgium. 

MATT HARDING is a musician and sound artist who has released albums with Moshi 
Moshi and Heavenly Records. More recently he has been performing live scores to 
The Cabinet Of Dr Caligari at venues such as the Freud Museum and Klingt Gut festival 
Hamburg and developed an ongoing installation piece based around the fragmentation 
of the film and soundtrack. He has also exhibited works at Hackney Wicked, the 
Margate Festival, Radiophrenia and Box gallery in Gothenburg. He is due to perform 
at the Deptford Cinema on 18 May and has a new album out later this year.

CATHY HELLER JONES is a singer, conductor and teacher. With London Voices she has 
performed works by Adams, Reich, Saariaho, Andriessen, Ligeti, Messiaen, Bernstein 
amongst others. She features in numerous film soundtracks, including scores by John 
Williams, Howard Shore and Alexander Desplat. She is the Music Director of Musarc, 
London’s foremost contemporary choral collective and directs the music at The Liberal 
Jewish Synagogue.

IVO KRANKOWSKI is a film director, musician and performer from Warsaw based in 
London. His short narrative film A Memory Of Last Summer won the Best Foreign Film 
award at the New York International Short Film Festival in 2014. He directed the 
2010 documentary 8 Stories That Haven't Changed The World. He is a member of the choral 
collective Musarc.

CANDICE LIN and PATRICK STAFF live and work in Los Angeles, and have been 
collaborating since 2010. Their collaborative practice focuses on the queer potential 
of herbal practices and cross-species interactions. Their work has been shown at 
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; EFA Project Space, New York; Human Resources, 
Los Angeles; Gasworks, London; Teoretica, Costa Rica; Centro Para Os Assuntos Da 
Arte E Arquitectura, Portugal; and 18th Street Arts Center, Los Angeles.

LIQUID LIGHT LAB is the work of Steve Pavlovsky, a light artist from New York City. 
A majority of his work utilizes liquid projection, experimental media, and handmade 
organic elements first seen in the Psychedelic Light Shows of the 1960s. Following on 
the visual music traditions of Kandinsky, Thomas Wilfred, and The Joshua Light Show, 
Pavlovsky invokes the Sublime and Spiritual. Building upon an analog relationship to 
Light and Time, Pavlovsky has created Liquid Light Lab, a living, breathing, visual 
expression of music, nature, and the human spirit.

MAL is a quarterly journal of sexuality and erotics publishing original essays, fiction 
and poetry. maljournal.com  
 



DINEO SESHEE BOPAPE was born in 1981, on a Sunday. If she were Ghanaian, 
her name would be Akosua/Akos for short. During the same year of her birth, the 
Brixton riots took place; two people were injured when a bomb exploded in a Durban 
shopping center; Bobby Sands died; MTV was launched; the Boeing-767 made its 
first flight and Umkhonto we Sizwe performed numerous underground assaults 
against the Apartheid state. There was an earthquake in China that killed 50 people. 
‘Internet’ is mentioned for the first time; Hosni Mubarak was elected president of 
Egypt; there was a coup d’etat in Ghana; Princess Diana of Britain married Prince 
Charles; Bob Marley died; Apartheid SA invaded Angola; AIDS was identified/created/
named; Salman Rushdie released his book Midnight’s Children; the remains of Titanic are 
found; Muhammad Ali retired; Winnie Mandela’s banishment orders were renewed 
for another 5 years; the first test tube baby was born, the song Endless Love was popular 
on the airwaves; Julius Malema was born, her paternal grandmother died affected 
by dementia; that year millions of people cried and billions of people laughed... The 
world’s population was then apparently at around 4.5 billion... Today Bopape is one 
amongst 7 billion - occupying multiple adjectives. Other concurrent events of the year 
of her birth, and of her lifetime, are perhaps too many to fully know...

VICTORIA SIN is an artist using speculative fiction within performance, moving image, 
writing, and print to interrupt normative processes of desire, identification, and 
objectification. This includes: drag as a practice of purposeful embodiment questioning 
the reification and ascription of ideal images within technologies of representation and 
systems of looking, science fiction as a practice of rewriting patriarchal and colonial 
narratives naturalised by scientific and historical discourses on states of sexed, gendered 
and raced bodies and storytelling as a collective practice of centring marginalised 
experience, creating a multiplicity of social contexts to be immersed in and strive 
towards. Drawing from close personal encounters of looking and wanting, their work 
presents heavily constructed fantasy narratives on the often-unsettling experience of the 
physical within the social body. Their long-term project Dream Babes explores science 
and speculative fiction as a productive strategy of queer resistance, imaging futurity 
that does not depend on existing historical and social infrastructure. It has included 
science fiction porn screenings and talks, a three-day programme of performance at 
Auto Italia South East, a publication, and a regular science fiction reading group for 
queer people of colour.

Artist JENNA SUTELA works with words, sounds, and other living materials. Her 
installations and performances seek to identify and react to precarious social and 
material moments, often in relation to technology. Sutela's work has been presented at 
museums and art contexts internationally, including Guggenheim Bilbao, Museum of 
Contemporary Art Tokyo, and Serpentine Galleries. She is a Visiting Artist at The MIT 
Center for Art, Science & Technology (CAST) in 2019-20.

LAURENCE TOTELIN is a historian of Greek and Roman science, technology and 
medicine and senior lecturer in Ancient History at Cardiff University. Her research 
focuses on ancient pharmacology, gynaecology and botany. She has published 
widely on those topics, and her works include Ancient Botany (Routledge, 2016), 
co-authored with botanist Gavin Hardy. She has her own blog, Concocting History 
(ancientrecipes.wordpress.com), and is one of the editors of The Recipes Project 
blog (recipes.hypotheses.org).



Upcoming event:

Sunday 19 May 2019, EartH Hackney, 1-11pm

PLANTSEX takes place as a prelude to the forthcoming 
The Shape of a Circle in the Mind of a Fish with plants, the third 
installment in the Serpentine's year-long symposium and 
research project on interspecies consciousness, part of the 
General Ecology project.

The Shape of a Circle in the Mind of a Fish with plants brings 
together scientists, anthropologists, artists and theologians 
around plant sentience, plant intelligence, communication 
with the vegetal world and forms of mysticism and healing. 
Participants include artists Saelia Aparicio, Antoine Bertin, 
Vivian Caccuri, Kapwani Kiwanga and Tabita Rezaire, film 
theorist Teresa Castro, theologian Amy Hollywood, political 
philosopher Michael Marder, anthropologist Natasha Myers, 
sound recordist Chris Watson, writer Elvia Wilk and more 
to be announced.

Tickets available via serpentinegalleries.org

They say that the part around the kidneys of the gecko, in the amount 
of one dram drunk with wine, has such a sexually-stimulating power 
that the intensity of desire must be checked by drinking a lentil broth 
with honey, or the seed of lettuce with water. 

Pedanius Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 2.66 
(50-70 CE)

From The Recipes Project blog, co-edited by 
Laurence Totelin, recipes.hypotheses.org
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